Data Sources
A special elementary enrollment (Grades K to 5) projections by Planning unit (planning unit) was produced in early 2020. These planning unit enrollment projections were calculated separately from, and use a different methodology than, the Fall 2019 ten-year projections. The planning unit enrollment projections are for Fall 2020 through Fall 2024. The planning unit projections used the following data sources:

- September 30, 2019 official enrollment counts by address from the Student Information System which are matched to planning units
- Historical Student Information System address-level data, also matched to current planning units, from September 30 of 2018, 2017, 2016, and 2015
- Planning Unit boundaries in a GIS format, last updated in Fall 2018
- Housing Unit Forecast from Arlington County Government (ACG) from September 2019 and updated with ACG residential construction status information from March 2020, see Table 2. This data includes a timeline of when residential construction projects are forecasted by ACG to be completed and habitable, each project’s residential type, number of net new units, and affordability levels. This information helps APS estimate the number of new students and the year that a given housing development will add students to neighborhood schools.
- Student Generation Rates used in the Fall 2019 ten-year projections and produced by APS staff are applied to the Housing Unit Forecast; see Attachment C at https://www.apsva.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/2019-Report-Final.pdf. Note that the CAF multi-family high rise rate for Arlington Science Focus was not used, instead a county-wide average was used for this unit type.
- Actual Resident Live Births from 2015 through 2019 is sourced from ACG, who receive that information from the Virginia Department of Health. This historical information is for live births to mothers who reside in Arlington County.
- Birth to Kindergarten Ratio is updated on a yearly basis by APS staff. This ratio represents the percentage of children entering kindergarten in a particular year as compared to the total number of children born five years earlier to Arlington County parents. The birth to kindergarten used in the PLANNING UNIT enrollment projections used kindergarten enrollment counts from 2017 to 2019 and birth information from 2012 to 2014; it averaged 0.708 in this 3-year period.
- Spring Update to the 2020-21 School Year, available at https://www.apsva.us/statistics/enrollment-projections/, was used for the assumption of how many future Kindergarten students were likely to attend an option school, or not attend their neighborhood school. The 506 option school kindergarten students estimate from the Spring Update to the 2020-21 School Year was assumed for each incoming Kindergarten cohort from Fall 2020 through Fall 2024.

Planning Unit Projections Assumptions and Methodology
Below are notable assumptions and methodological steps used in the planning unit elementary enrollment projections. Note that the planning unit projections were produced in consultation with Dr. Richard Grip and they differ from the methods used to project the ten-year enrollment projections by schools from Fall 2019, which is available at this link: https://www.apsva.us/wpcontent/uploads/2019/12/2019-Report-Final.pdf. Dr. Richard Grip, Executive Director of Statistical Forecasting LLC, has been advising APS staff on enrollment projections methodology since 2015 when he consulted on improvements to APS enrollment projections and
County population forecasts as part of the Community Facilities Study, see https://commissions.arlingtonva.us/community-facilities-study/documents for more information.

Projections Years
Planning unit projections were calculated for the years 2020 to 2024. The reason for projecting out five years was because in this approach, the projections rely mostly on information from students that already attend APS as of September 30, 2019. For example, by projecting out five years a Fall 2019 kindergarten student will be in Grade 5 in 2024. Starting in 2025, all cohorts from kindergarten to Grade 5 will rely exclusively on assumptions about future kindergarten students.

In addition, in each projection year, assumptions must be made about future incoming kindergarten students for 2020 through 2024; they are students not in the APS system yet. A benefit of projecting out five years is that APS does have live birth records for four out of the five projection years, courtesy of ACG, for the years 2015 to 2018. A certain percentage of 2015 births will enroll as APS kindergarten students in 2020, a percentage of 2016 births will be future kindergarteners in 2021, a percentage of 2017 births will be future kindergarteners in 2022, and a percentage of 2018 births will be future kindergarteners in 2023.

The 2019 births that inform the 2024 kindergarten students was forecasted by ACG and RLS Demographics, a consultant who has worked with ACG on its Cohort Component Model to forecast births, and provided to APS on September 30, 2019.

Projecting Kindergarten Students by Planning Unit
Distributing future kindergarten students among 347 planning units
The planning unit projection estimate countywide kindergarten enrollment for 2020 to 2024 based on applying a Birth to Kindergarten Ratio (see prior section) to the known births from 2015 to 2018 and forecasted births for 2019. These births are then distributed among all 347 planning units based on each planning unit’s unique three-year average kindergarten share of total kindergarten enrollment from 2017 to 2019.

Estimating future kindergarten students from future residential construction
To each projected incoming kindergarten cohort, from 2020 to 2024, is added the additional kindergarten student estimated from ACG’s housing units forecast by the relevant planning unit. The estimated student yield is calculated using the relevant student generation factor by the housing unit type (i.e., high-rise apartment, garden apartment, town house, etc.) and current school attendance zone. In incorporating the student yield from new development, it is assumed that the yield from newly developed housing units will produce the same number of students every year once the development is constructed. Note that the kindergarten students estimated from forecasted Committed Affordable Units (CAFs) and single-family detached homes are incorporated into the enrollment projections in the year that these units are assumed to be built and in the relevant planning unit. Meanwhile, the estimated kindergarten students from forecasted market-rate or mixed-income residential developments were phased into the enrollment projections over a two-year period from the date that a residential development is estimated to be completed by ACG, at the planning unit-level. For all housing types and affordability designation the estimated kindergarten student yields are added cumulatively from 2020 to 2024.

Estimating the number of kindergarten students by planning unit that are likely to attend their neighborhood school
When new kindergarten cohorts are allocated to a planning unit using (a) birth information and each planning unit’s unique 3-year average kindergarten share and (b) the estimate of additional kindergarten students from the housing unit forecast, not all those projected kindergarten students are likely to attend their neighborhood school. Rather, a certain number of projected kindergarten students by planning unit will choose to attend an elementary option school.

In the Fall 2020 elementary boundary process, all boundary scenarios will be based on projected elementary students likely to attend their neighborhood school by planning units. In the planning unit enrollment projections, methodology Approach 2 will be used to calculate the number of incoming kindergarten students likely to attend their neighborhood school by planning unit. There is an assumption that each incoming kindergarten cohort in 2020 through 2024 will have 506 Grade K students who attend an option school. The assumption of the 506 option-school student capacity comes from the Spring Update to the 2020-21 School Year (see Data Sources section above). The 2020-21 Spring Update, which is used for staffing and budgeting purposes for each school and program, estimates the following number of Kindergarten students at following 5 schools: Arlington Traditional with 96 K students, Campbell with 72 K students, Claremont with 144 K students, Key with 144 K students, and the Montessori Public School of Arlington with 50 K students. A PDF copy of the Spring Update to the 2020-21 School Year can be accessed at https://www.apsva.us/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2020-03-19-Spring-Update-2020-21_for_website.pdf.

From each incoming kindergarten cohort, these 506 kindergarten option school students were subtracted by planning unit to arrive at an estimate of kindergarten students likely to attend their neighborhood elementary school in the future by planning unit according to the selected approach from the Data Review process this past spring 2020 (Approach 2):

- September 30, 2019 patterns for how many option school kindergarten students resided in planning units within 0.5-mile of an option school (41.6%) and how many resided in planning units beyond the 0.5-mile threshold (58.4%) were determined. These shares were then applied to the assumed 506 future option school students. With these shares applied, the number of assumed option school students in planning units within 0.5-mile of such schools—this reflects the school moves to take effect in 2021-22 for an Immersion program and Arlington Traditional—were subtracted from each relevant planning unit based on its proportional kindergarten population size (including the estimated kindergarten students from new construction). Likewise, the number of assumed kindergarten students residing beyond the 0.5-mile threshold were subtracted proportionally based on each planning unit’s proportional kindergarten population (including the estimated kindergarten students from new construction).

In this approach, the Superintendent’s adopted recommendation to move three schools as part of the Elementary School Planning Process for the 2021-22 school year was assumed at the planning unit level.

In this approach, when the kindergarten students estimated to attend an option school are subtracted from each planning unit’s total kindergarten population, the remaining kindergarten students are those that are likely to attend their planning unit’s assigned neighborhood school.

Assumption About Grade 1 to 5 Students Likely to Attend Their Planning Unit’s Assigned Neighborhood School

Previously, we outlined the assumptions and approach to project kindergarten students likely to attend their planning unit’s assigned neighborhood school. For kindergarten to Grade 5 students attending APS as of September 30, 2019, it is known which students chose to attend their neighborhood
school and which students chose to attend an option school. For purposes of the planning unit projections, student records were retrieved for September 30, 2019, Grade K to 5 students attending neighborhood schools (not attending an option school). It was only these students who were aged into subsequent grades, in subsequent years, using a three-year average county-wide cohort transition rate.

**Cohort Transition, Kindergarten to Grade 5**
To “age” students from one grade to another—from one year to the next year—a three-year average county-wide cohort transition rate was calculated for Grades K to 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5. The three-year average used historical Sept. 30 enrollment from 2017, 2018, and 2019. These rates were applied to elementary cohorts at the planning unit level as they “age” to the next grade in the next school year.

**Estimating Future Grade 1 to 5 Students from Future Residential Construction**
To model projected enrollment for Grades 1 through 5, the student estimate from forecasted Committed Affordable Units (CAFs) and single-family detached homes are incorporated into the enrollment projections in the year that these units are assumed to be built and in the relevant planning unit. Meanwhile, the student yield from forecasted market-rate or mixed-income residential developments were phased into the enrollment projections over a two-year period from the date that a residential development is estimated to be completed by ACG, at the planning unit-level. The same assumptions were made for projected Kindergarten cohorts, but for this cohort the students estimates were added on a cumulative basis for each subsequent projection year.